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CLARIFICATIONS FOR THE 1ST
 PGCL SAARC IMCC 2021 

1. Paragraph 4 of the moot proposition states that Bunkoostan legalized cannabis for 

medical and recreational use. Has this law legalized all parts of the cannabis 

plant? Further whether all aspects such as sale, consumption, cultivation and 

manufacture have been legalized through this law? Or a regulated policy has been 

enacted for the same? 

CLARIFICATION: All parts of the cannabis plant have been legalized in Bunkoostan. 

The same can be used for sale, consumption, cultivation, and manufacture.  

  

2. Note verbale corresponded between the two countries is an indication of established 

consular relations between the two countries. Is this indication accurate? 

CLARIFICATION: Yes.  

 

3. How were legal representations afforded to the five Bunkoostani men by the 

Sundarlandean Government?  

Our understanding is that the legal representations were provided by the 

Sundarlandean Government without any intervention from the Government of 

Bunkoostan. Kindly clarify.  

CLARIFICATION: Your understanding is correct.  

 

4. SafestXpress was contracted by the Government of Bunkoostan for exporting food 

grains and other commodities. The agreements between the two countries also allowed 

for the use of Sundarleandean port by the Government of Bunkoostan for exporting 

other commodities worldwide. But the definition of "other commodities" is left 

ambiguous. The fact does not list the items that fall within the categorization of "other 

commodities." Our understanding is that this ambiguity is intentional, however, if it is 

not, it would be helpful to know what falls within the scope of "other commodities". 
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CLARIFICATION: The other commodities would inter-alia include pulses, spices, and 

other food stuffs which was done for the purposes of enabling effective trade between 

Bunkoostan and Sundarland.   
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